Y11 Geography

KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER

Urban Issues and Challenges: A study of a
major UK city - Bristol.
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What’s in my knowledge Organiser?
1. Unit Sheets / Checklists
This will help you know what is required at
each stage of your learning.

2. Powerful Knowledge
The key information you need to recall

3. Practice Pages
Use the knowledge from section 2 to practise
exam questions here.

4. Revision Tools
Tasks to help you embed your knowledge.
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1. Unit Sheets / Checklists
This will help you know what is required at each
stage of your learning.
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KNOWLEDGE CHECKLIST: Urban change in cities in the UK leads to a
variety of social, economic and environmental
opportunities and challenges.
I know the overview of the distribution of population and the major cities in the UK.
I know The location and importance of Bristol in the UK and the wider world.

I know the impacts of national and international migration on the growth and character of the
city
I know how urban change has created social opportunities: cultural mix, recreation and
entertainment
I know how urban change has created economic opportunities: employment
I know how urban change has affected the environment: integrated transport system, urban
greening
I know how urban change has created environmental challenges: dereliction, urban sprawl, waste
disposal, building on brownfield and greenfield sites
I know how urban change has created social and economic challenges: urban deprivation,
inequalities in housing, education, health and employment
I know the impacts of urban sprawl on the rural–urban fringe, and the growth of commuter
settlements.
I know reasons why areas in Bristol needed regenerating
I know the main features of the Temple Quarter Regeneration

2. Powerful Knowledge
The key information you need to recall
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Brownfield Site

Land that has been previously
used, and been abandoned.

Commuter Settlement

a mostly-residential town tends
to travel out of the town to
earn money

Deprivation

An area or person lacking in
basic services such as
education, housing, jobs

Dereliction

Abandoned building and
wasteland.

Diverse

Made up of a range of different
social and ethnic backgrounds

Emissions

Polluting gases that are given
off

Enterprise Zone

An area that offers a range of
incentives to encourage
businesses to move to an area.

Foreign Direct Investment

Investments made from a
company in one country to a
different country.

Greenfield Site

A plot of land, often in on the edge of
an urban area that has not yet been
built on.

Inequality

Differences between poverty and
wealth, as well as in peoples'
wellbeing and access to things like
jobs, housing and education.

Integrated Transport System

When different transport
methods come together, making
journeys easier.

Regeneration

Renewing or regrowth of an
area.

Rural

countryside

Sustainable

Meeting the needs of the people
today without compromising the
needs of future generations.

Tertiary

Service sector of the economy
including medical, education and
self care

Quaternary

Knowledge based economy.
Highly specialised.

Urban

Built up area

Urban Sprawl

The unplanned growth of urban
areas into the surrounding
countryside.

UK Population density:

A study of a UK major (important) city: Bristol

In 2015, the population of the UK rose to over 65 million people.

Bristol is located in the South West of the UK and is the
biggest city in the area.

The population is increasing because:
• Birth rate (babies born) is higher than death rate (people dying)
• Migration: People moving from abroad but also with.
Population distribution is how the population is spread out.
In the UK the population is UNEVENLY distributed. Some places have
more people living there than others.
Where do people live in the UK?

Less people live in
north west Scotland:
Why:
• There are lots of
mountains making
it difficult to live
there
• Climate is very wet

Most people
live in the
south east:
Why:
• High paying
jobs in
London in
banking

It has a population of 440,500
Bristol is a major important city to the UK because:
• Two universities for higher education
• Very popular for tourism. It is the 8th most visited city
in the UK.
• On the M4 corridor to connect to London
Bristol is a major important international city because:
• Has an airport attracting tourist and business
• Has a deep water port for trading ships called
Avonmouth
• Second largest
producer of silicone
Chips which are found
in computers.
Bristol is famous for:
• Wallace and Gromit
• Banksy
• Ministry of defence

Social Opportunities (Benefits for people) in Bristol
Culture opportunities:
• Bristol Old Vic
Recreation:
Theatre which has
• Harbourside which has
plays and opera
bars and restaurants
• Bristol Beacon
next to the River
(Colston Hall) music
Avon.
venue rock, pop and
• Two football teams
jazz

Because
• Famous venues will
attracts famous
theatre productions
e.g. Matilda.

• Range of attractions
for young people for
entertainment.
• Provides part-time
employment for
students.

More people will
visit Bristol for
day visits and
overnight visits.

•

As a consequence
Entertainment for
all age ranges and
diverse groups of
people, especially
highlight qualified
people who might
have interest in
the arts.

Because
• Provides high skilled,
highly paid jobs for
graduates from
university.

Therefore
•

•

Employment:
• High-tech industry
with 50 microelectronic businesses
• 2nd largest
manufacturer of
silicon chips in world.

Because

Therefore

•

Economic Opportunities (Benefits for business)

Therefore

Football grounds
can encourage to
spend money in the
city.
More disposable
income for
students.

•

As a consequence
•

More money spent
by day visitors and
students will mean
that more shops
and services can
increase,
attracting new
businesses to the
area.

More graduates
with high skills will
stay in Bristol
after they leave
university

As a consequence
•

People will higher
pay will have
higher disposable
income, spending
more in shops and
services,
attracting new
businesses to the
area.

Environmental Opportunities (Benefits for natural world) in Bristol

Urban Greening:
• 30% of the city
covered in trees
• 90% of the population
live within 350m of
parkland

Integrated transport:
• Bristol poo bus to the
airport
• Three bus routes
• Temple Mead train
station

Because

• Adding carbon sinks

Because

•
•

Clean the air
Improve air
quality for people

31% longer journeys at rush hour.

Connects different
transport to make
journeys for smoother.

•

Less traffic
congestion
Rail improvements with
the electrified line to
London.

As a consequence

•
•

Three bus routes to the
main train station.

Integrate
d
transport
Systems

Therefore

Remove carbon
dioxide
•
Add oxygen

As a consequence

•

• Encourage people to
use public transport
• Transport which is
better for the
environment.

Therefore

•

Why does Bristol need improved transport:
•
2012 Bristol most congested city.

Reduction in air
pollution
Reduced travel
times.

Park and Ride since 2016
so people can drive to the
outskirts of the city and
catch the bus into the
main city.

Social Challenges in Bristol

Environmental Challenges
• Derelict
(abandoned)
buildings like
Stokes Croft

• People in Filwood don’t have good enough credit history
(might in debt) to get a mortgage loan so rent instead.
People in Filwood may not have high enough incomes to
afford a mortgage.

• Low income areas struggle to attract good teachers, so
education is poorer.
• Low income areas might have low aspirations.
• People in wealthy areas can afford private school and
extra tutoring.

• People in lower income areas have fewer qualifications so
cannot access higher paid and skilled jobs.
• People in wealthy areas have higher qualifications like
degrees.

• Many empty
houses have
been taken
over by
squatters

• Urban sprawl (city
grows into the
countryside) due to
large population.
• New town of Bradley
Stoke has been built
on greenfield land

• Bristol is also the
most congested
city in England.
• An estimated 200
people died in the
city as result of air
pollution each year

Improving the social challenges in Bristol
Housing:
• Old industrial
buildings have been
reused and turned into
apartments e.g.
Finzel’s Reach

Social Inequality:
• Lottery funding given
to councils to invest in
schools.

Because
• Schools can use
money to attract
more teachers and
provide better
resources.

Because

Because

• Reuses brownfield
land provided
improved housing
quality for the
population.

• This reduces how
much of the
greenbelt is used.
• Improves the
dereliction in the
inner city.

Therefore

Therefore

Therefore
•

Educational
achievement will
increase with
students getting
better grades in
inner city areas.

•

As a consequence
•

Improved life
chances of getting
better
qualifications,
which will provide
access to higher
skilled and higher
paid jobs.

Proportion of new
housing also has to
be given as council
housing.

As a consequence
•

Urban Sprawl:
• 6% of new housing
built on greenfield.
• 30 000 new houses
built on Brownfield
e.g. Bradley Stoke

More people in the
city have access
to adequate
housing which is
good quality.

Improving the environmental
challenges

Brownfield land is
reused and looks
for appealing.
Less greenbelt is
built on.

•

•

As a consequence
Carbon sinks are
protected.
•
Habitats are
protected.
•
Better air quality
•
Less vandalism

Urban Greening
• 30% of the city to
covered with trees

Because

• Improves the
amount of carbon
sinks in the city.

Therefore

Remove carbon
dioxide and add
oxygen.

•

As a consequence

•

•
•

Air is cleaned
Air quality is
improved.

Temple Quarter Regeneration
Why was regeneration needed:

•
•

• Derelict inner city areas
• 2nd most congested city in the UK
200 people die a year due to poor air quality
Closure of former diesel depot, Ropeworks,
glassworks.

Engine Shed
Workspace for a range of high-tech, creative and low carbon
businesses set in the old train station.
Advantages:
• Next to Bristol Temple Meads makes it one of the world’s most
connected enterprise hubs
• Create 5,000 high-value jobs in the next 15 years.
• Adds more jobs in tertiary and quaternary industry.
Disadvantages:
• Doesn’t provide jobs for those on low income.

Integrated Transport
Advantages:
• Central part of the city-Temple Meads
• Low carbon strategies include electrified line to London/poo
bus/Park and Ride
• Keeps history of the city
• Great connections to Bristol City and Europe
Disadvantages:
• Cost 20 million

Bristol Arena

The Bristol Arena is a new, world-class 12,000 capacity entertainment
venue, due to be located on the former diesel depot site near Bristol
Temple Meads station. It will host over 100 events a year, a mix of
music, comedy, family entertainment shows and sports exhibition
events.
Advantage:
• Built on a former brownfield site
• Attract day visitors and weekend visitors which will spend money in
the city
• Add to the culture attracting new concerts
Disadvantage:
• Not built yet-plans keep being postponed.
• Could create traffic congestion on event days.

Commuter Settlement: If the population of a mostly-residential town tends to travel out of the

town to earn money, then the town is known as a commuter town.

Schools required
for families. No
need for shopping
areas per say as
the services in
the city are close
by.

People who
live here are
professionals
with regular
and reliable
income. Can
afford to buy
houses. Less
crime. Higher
level of
disposable
income.

Easy
accessibility
for the city.
Quick travel
time.
Reduced use
of cars.

Many young
professionals
who want
children leave
the city for
better quality
housing with
more space
and gardens
that
apartments
do not offer.

People are close
to the cities so
go here for
work, shopping
and
entertainment.

Short travel
time. Major jobs
working for large
TNC companies
found in the
cities. Most
people work in
the tertiary and
quaternary
industry in the
city.

Bradley Stoke is a new
commuter settlement
which development in the
1980’s. Here, highly skilled
workers from the Defence
Procurement Agency live
here.

3. Practice Pages
Use the knowledge from section 2 to practise
exam questions here.
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Suggest how urban change has led to socio-economic challenges
in a major city in the UK (6 marks)

Outline one characteristic of a commuter settlement. (2 marks)

Outline one problem with urban sprawl (2 marks)

Outline one way that national migration has led to change in the
character of a named UK city (2 marks)

Using an example of a city in the UK you have studied, assess the
environmental challenges that have been created by the growth of
the city (6 marks)

Using Figure 4 and your own understanding, suggest
reason(s) for inequalities in education in urban areas in
the UK (4 marks)

Study figure 1. Explain one factor
which has influenced the
distribution of the UK population
(4)

Discuss the effects of urban sprawl on people and the
environment (6 marks)

Explain one economic problem caused by traffic congestion.
(2 marks)

Evaluate the effectiveness of an urban transport scheme(s) you
have studied. (9 marks)

For a named UK major city you have studied, to what extent do they require
planning to improve their environment [9 marks + 3SPAG]

Using Figure 4 and your own understanding, suggest why there
are inequalities in health in urban areas. [4 marks]

Suggest how urban change has led to socio-economic
opportunities in a major city in the UK (6 marks)

Explain one environmental challenge in major city in the UK (4
marks)

Explain the importance of migration on a major city in the UK. (4
marks)

To what extent has urban change created social and economic
opportunities in a UK city you have studied? (9 marks)

Evaluate the effectiveness of a urban regeneration project you
have studied in a major city in the UK (9 marks)

4. Revision Tools
Tasks to help you embed your knowledge.
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Importance of Bristol:

Complete a mind map showing the importance of Bristol.
Use one colour to highlight why it is important to the UK.
Use a different colour to highlight why it is important globally.

The UKs eighth most popular city for foreign
visitors.

Bristol University attracts students from all over
the world

Importance
of Bristol

Opportunities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add information about the opportunity in the top box.
In the second box, say why this is an opportunity
In the last box, what happens as a result?
Identify if the opportunity is social or economic.

Opportunity
Leisure and recreation.
• 2 football teams
• Bristol arena
• Shopping e.g. Cabot
Circus

More activities to participate
in

Reduces crime

Opportunity
Cultural Mix

Opportunity
Employment

Opportunity

Bristol’s environment and integrated transport system: Complete a brain dump to see what you can remember from the knowledge
organiser. Once finished see what you have missed and add it to the images.

Environment

Integrated Transport
System

Bristol’s socio-economic challenges: Complete the graphic organiser to show the social and economic challenges that Bristol faces.

Housing Inequality
Urban sprawl

Inequalities in Employment

Derelict buildings

Inequalities in Education

Challenge
s in
Bristol

Social Inequality:
Problem:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Solution:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
Housing Inequality:

Problem:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Solution:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Urban Sprawl:
Problem:
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
Solution:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Urban Greening:
Problem:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Solution:

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Engine Shed

Why was regeneration needed?

Temple
Quarter
Regeneration

Integrated Transport

Bristol Arena

Commuter
Settlements

Evaluation

